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Protection of Extant Varieties in India-Intellectual 

Property Law 

Introduction: 

India has endorsed the TRIPS understanding and to offer impact to this understanding, “The 

Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers Rights Act, 2001 (PPV and FRA) was ordered” 

The primary point of this Act is to set up a successful framework for the assurance of plant 

assortments and, the privileges of the raisers and to energize the improvement of new 

assortments of plants.  

Any assortment that satisfies the DUS criteria and that is "new" (in the market) is qualified for 

this sort of insurance, and there is no compelling reason to show an imaginative advance or 

mechanical application, as required under a patent system.  

A DUS assessment includes developing the applicant assortment together with the most 

comparative assortments of basic learning, as a rule for at any rate two seasons, and recording a 

complete arrangement of morphological (and at times agronomic) descriptors.  

Plant assortments persistent in wild cannot be enlisted, under PPV and FR Authority. In any 

case, any generally developed plant assortment which has experienced the procedure of 

taming/improvement via human mediations can be enrolled and secured exposed to satisfaction 

of the qualified criteria. 

Research Question: 

1. What is Extant Variety?  

2. How the Extant variety is guaranteed protection under PPV and FRA Act? 
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1. What is Extant Variety? 

‘The Plant Registry and the Plant Variety Protection and Farmers' Rights Authority’ visualized 

under the Act were set up in 2005. The procedure of operationalisation was finished in 2007, 

when acknowledgment of uses for enrollment of plant assortments started.  

The said Act accommodates three extraordinary, however not totally unrelated, classifications of 

plant assortments: new, surviving, and ranchers' assortments. "Surviving assortments" are 

characterized as assortments that are accessible in India and have been informed under Section 5 

of the Seeds Act, 1966,3 or ranchers' assortments, or assortments about which there is normal 

learning, or whatever other assortment that is in the open area. "Ranchers' assortments" are 

characterized as assortments that have customarily been developed and created by the ranchers in 

their fields, or assortments that are a wild relative or land race of any assortment about which 

ranchers have basic learning. 

2. How the Extant variety is guaranteed protection under PPV and FRA Act? 

‘The Protection of Plant Variety and Farmers Right Act, 2001 (PPVFR Act)’ is an Act of the 

Parliament of India that was authorized to accommodate the foundation of a powerful framework 

for security of plant assortments, the privileges of ranchers and plant reproducers, and to 

empower the improvement and development of new assortments of plants. This demonstration 

got the consent of the President of India on the 30 October 2001. 

The Act, 2001 was sanctioned to give protected innovation rights to plant reproducers, scientists 

and ranchers who have built up any new or surviving plant assortments. The Intellectual Property 

Right allowed under said Act, 2001 is a double right – one is for the assortment and the other is 

for the group relegated to it by the raiser. The rights conceded under this Act are heritable and 

assignable and just enlistment of a plant assortment presents the right. Basically ‘Derived 

Varieties (EDV)’ can likewise be enlisted under this Act and it might be new or surviving. 

Ranchers are qualified for spare, use, sow, re-sow, trade or sell their homestead produce 

including seed of an enrolled assortment in an unbranded way. Ranchers' assortments are 

qualified for enlistment and ranchers are completely excluded from installment of any charge in 

any procedures under this Act. The time of security for field yields is 15 years and for trees and 

vines is 18 years and for told assortments it is 15 years from the date of notice under ‘segment 5 

of Seeds Act, 1966’. Yearly expense must be paid each year for keeping up the enrollment and 

recharging charge must be paid for the all-inclusive time of enlistment. Ranchers can guarantee 
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for remuneration if the enlisted assortment neglects to give anticipated execution under given 

conditions. The rights allowed under this Act are restrictive appropriate to deliver, sell, 

showcase, disperse, import and fare the assortment. Common and criminal cures are given to 

implementation of reproducers' privileges and arrangements identifying with advantage sharing 

and obligatory permit in the event that enlisted assortment isn't made accessible to the general 

population at sensible cost are given. Pay is additionally accommodated town or country 

networks if any enrolled assortment has been created utilizing any assortment in whose 

advancement such town or nearby network has contributed essentially. The procedural subtleties 

and methods of executing this Act are given in ‘PPV&FR Rules, 2003’. In the present article, we 

are examining a portion of the significant legitimate arrangements of this Act alongside a portion 

of the contextual analyses. 

Objective of the Act: 

The goals of the ‘Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Act’ are:  

(I) to invigorate ventures for innovative work both in the general population and the private parts 

for the advancements of new plant assortments by guaranteeing proper profits for such ventures;  

(ii) to encourage the development of the seed business in the nation through household also, 

remote speculation which will guarantee the accessibility of top notch seeds what's more, 

planting material to Indian ranchers; and; 

(iii) to perceive the job of ranchers as cultivators and conservers and the commitment of 

conventional, provincial and ancestral networks to the nation's agro biodiversity by remunerating 

them for their commitment through advantage sharing what's more, ensuring the conventional 

right of the ranchers.  

“All the more significantly this demonstration gives protections to ranchers by giving ranchers' 

privileges while accommodating a powerful arrangement of assurance of plant raisers' privileges. 

The Act looks to defend specialists' privileges also. It additionally contains arrangements for 

defending the bigger open intrigue. The rancher's privileges incorporate his customary rights to 

spare, use, offer or sell his homestead produce of an assortment secured under this Act given the 

deal isn't to the motivation behind proliferation under a business advertising course of action” 
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What kind of variety can be registered under the Act? 

1. A new kind of variety if it fulfills the criterion of Novelty, Uniqueness, Uniform in nature 

and Stable.  

2. An extant variety if it fulfills the criterion of Novelty, Uniqueness, Uniform in nature and 

Stable.  

What is the significance of Farmers' Variety according to PPVFR Act, 2001?  

"Ranchers' Variety" signifies an assortment which-  

(I) has been generally developed and advanced by the ranchers in their fields; or  

(ii) Is a wild relative or land race of an assortment about which the ranchers have the basic 

learning; where rancher implies any individual who (I) develops crops by developing the land 

himself; or (ii) develops crop by straightforwardly directing the development of land through 

some other individual; or (iii) moderates and safeguards, harshly or mutually, with any 

individual any wild species or customary assortments or increases the value of such wild species 

or customary assortments through choice and distinguishing proof of their valuable properties. 

What is the significance of "Basically Derived Variety" according to PPVFR Act, 2001?  

"Basically Derived Variety" is an assortment which is dominatingly gotten from another 

assortment (secured or something else) and complies with the underlying assortment in all 

viewpoints aside from for the distinctions which result from the demonstration of determination, 

but then is unmistakably discernable from such introductory assortment. 

“How novelty, distinctiveness, uniformity & stability have been defined in the Protection of 

Plant Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Act?” 

A) Novelty:  

“Plant assortment is novel if at the date of recording of the application for enlistment for 

security; the spreading or gathered material of such assortment has not been sold or 

generally discarded by or with the assent of reproducer or his successor with the end goal 

of abuse of such assortment: 

(I) in India sooner than one year or’  

(ii) outside India , on account of trees or vines sooner than six years or in some other 

case, sooner than four years, prior to the date of documenting such application:  
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Given that a preliminary of another assortment which has not been sold generally 

discarded will not influence the privilege to assurance, given further that the way that on 

the date of recording the application for enrollment, proliferating or gathered material of 

such assortment has turned into a matter of basic information other than through the 

previously mentioned way will not influence the criteria of curiosity for such assortment. 

B) Distinctiveness – New plant assortment will be viewed as unmistakable in the event 

that it   is plainly discernable by at any rate one basic trademark from some other 

assortment whose presence involves basic learning in any nation at the hour of 

documenting of the application.  

C) Uniformity – New plant assortment will breeze through consistency assessment, if 

subject to the variety that might be normal from the specific highlights of its engendering, 

it is adequately uniform in its basic attributes.  

D) Stability – New plant assortment will be viewed as steady if its fundamental qualities 

stay unaltered after rehashed proliferation or, on account of a specific cycle of 

proliferation, toward the finish of each such cycle. Mandatory Plant Variety group: After 

fulfilling the over four basic criteria each candidate will relegate a solitary and particular 

category to an assortment with regard to which he is looking for enrollment” 

Farmer’s Rights: 

The Rights of the Farmers as prescribed by the Act as following: 

(I) a rancher who has reproduced or built up another assortment will be entitled for enlistment 

what's more, other insurance in like way as a reproducer of an assortment under this Act;  

(ii) the ranchers' assortment will be entitled for enlistment if the application contains 

announcement as determined in condition (h) or sub-area (1) of segment 18;  

(iii) a rancher who is occupied with the preservation of hereditary assets of land races and wild 

relatives of financial plants and their improvement through choice and safeguarding will be 

entitled in the recommended way for acknowledgment and reward  from the Gene Fund.  

Given that material so chose and protected has been utilized as givers of qualities in assortments 

registrable under this Act;  
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(iv) a rancher will be considered to be qualified for spare, use, sow, reshow, trade, share or sell 

his ranch produce including seed of an assortment secured under this Act in the equivalent way 

as he was entitled before the coming into power of this Act. 

“However, marked seed implies any seed put in a bundle or some other compartment and named  

In a way which gives sign that such seed is of an assortment ensured under this Act. 

Notwithstanding the abovementioned, where any spreading material of an assortment enrolled  

under this Act has been offered to a rancher or a gathering of ranchers or any association of 

ranchers, the raiser of such assortment will unveil to the rancher or the gathering of ranchers or 

the association of ranchers, by and large, the normal execution under given conditions, and if 

such engendering material neglects to give such execution under such given conditions, the 

rancher or the gathering of ranchers or the association of ranchers, as the case might be, may 

guarantee pay in the recommended way before the Authority and the Authority will, in the wake 

of pulling out to the raiser of the assortment and subsequent to giving him a chance to record 

restriction in the endorsed way and subsequent to hearing the parties, direct the raiser of the 

assortment to pay such remuneration as it regards fit, to the rancher or the gathering of ranchers 

or the association of ranchers, by and large” 

Which varieties are not covered under this Act? 

A plant assortment which is :-  

(I) not equipped for distinguishing such assortment; or  

(ii) Comprises exclusively of figures; or  

(iii) is obligated to misdirect or to cause disarray concerning the qualities, esteem, recognize of 

such assortment, or the personality of reproducer of such assortment;  

(iv) is probably going to trick people in general or cause perplexity in the open with respect to 

the personality of such assortment;  

(v) is involved nay matter liable to hurt the religious notions individually of any class or area of 

the residents of India;  
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(vi) is restricted for use as a name or seal for any of the reasons;  

(vii) is contained exclusively or mostly of topographical name. 

Note: 

“India has received a sui generis framework for security of plant assortments and sanctioned an 

enactment that expressly accommodates plant raisers' privileges alongside ranchers' privileges 

and network rights. Already we had talked about the privileges of plant reproducers over 

business generation and showcasing of plant assortments and seeds. The article gave an 

understanding into the arrangements of plant reproducers rights just as the drawbacks of the Act.  

All said and done, the Indian enactment is way breaking in its own particular manner, giving 

acknowledgment to rancher's assortments just as surviving assortments. This implied the UPOV 

would condemn the enactment for non-adherence to its models and star agrarian leanings. The 

IPR strategy of our nation doesn't oblige the exceptionally corporatized cultivating strategies for 

the west that the UPOV underpins, just in light of the fact that our encircling procedures have 

been a piece of our folkgeist, uncontrollably extraordinary and focused in their adequacy.  

The Act does due liberation to the extensive unexplored capability of our conventional 

information, which contains one of India's numerous unexplored achievements. Be that as it 

may, for all intents and purposes a considerable amount has not been viewed as enough. A valid 

example: Registration of a plant assortment in India.  

Any individual as portrayed under Sec.16 of the Act can apply for the enrollment of another 

assortment of plant with the Office of the Registrar, Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' 

Rights Authority. The candidate can document a totally filled application with all the 

fundamental articulations with the Registrar for enlistment of any assortment of such genera and 

species as determined under sub-area (2) of Section 29 or which a surviving assortment is or 

which a rancher’s assortment is. The candidate should likewise make accessible to the Registrar 

such nature of seeds of the assortment for enrollment alongside the recommended charge.  

Following this, a Distinctiveness, Uniformity and Stability (DUS) test will be led. The rules for 

this test, their confining and the separation are a confounded discourse without anyone else's 

input. At the point when an application for enlistment of an assortment has been acknowledged 
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without restriction or if the resistance has been subdued, the Registrar will give an endorsement 

of enrollment to the candidate” 

Pepsico- Potato Case: 

The Act, which presented licensed innovation assurance in Indian agribusiness, confronted its 

greatest test in its execution period of almost 10 years and a half, when PepsiCo India started 

lawful procedures against four ranchers in Gujarat for "unlawfully" developing its potato 

assortment enrolled under the PPVFRA.  

The organization applied for the enrollment of two cross breed potato assortments FL 1867 and 

FL 2027 in February 2011. These assortments were enlisted under the PPVFRA in February 

2016 for a time of 15 years. PepsiCo advertised the last assortment under the trademark FC-5, 

and now is guaranteeing that the Gujarat ranchers are unlawfully utilizing this assortment. 

Issues Raised in the case: 

“PepsiCo may have pulled back the bodies of evidence against the ranchers, yet this unpalatable 

event brought to the fore numerous inquiries that were posed to when the PPVFRA was on the 

planning phase. These inquiries length from a portion of the argumentative arrangements of the 

Act to the way where it is being executed. On the off chance that these issues are not managed in 

keeping the actual intent of the law, and maybe more significantly, their potential antagonistic 

ramifications on cultivating networks, rancher reproducer clashes could turn out to be 

increasingly incessant and this would just push the ranchers into more profound emergencies.  

The PPVFRA was authorized in 2001 in the wake of drawing in discussions were held in the 

nation for over 10 years with respect to how licensed innovation rights ought to be presented in 

Indian farming after the nation joined the World Trade Organization in 1995 and consented to 

actualize the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).  

The decision before India was to either sanction a law that ensured the interests of cultivating 

networks, or to acknowledge the structure of plant reproducers' privileges given by the 

International Union for Protection of New Plant Varieties (better known by its French 

abbreviation, UPOV Convention). The last choice was dismissed basically on the grounds that 

the present rendition of UPOV, which was embraced in 1991 (UPOV '91), denies the ranchers 

the opportunity to re-use homestead spared seeds and to trade them with their neighbors” 
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Indian Version: 

“Along these lines, in the PPVFRA, India presented a section on Farmers' Rights, which has 

three legs: one, ranchers are perceived as plant reproducers and they can enroll their assortments; 

two, ranchers occupied with the preservation of hereditary assets of land races and wild relatives 

of financial plants and their improvement through determination and safeguarding are perceived 

and remunerated; and, three, securing the conventional practices of the ranchers of sparing seeds 

from one gather and utilizing the spared seeds either for planting for their next reap or offering 

them to their homestead neighbors.  

Article 39(1)(iv), which blesses the last-referenced rights, expresses that ranchers are "qualified 

for spare, use, sow, resow, trade, offer or sell his homestead produce including seed of an 

assortment ensured under this Act in a similar way as he was entitled before the coming into 

power of this Act" (accentuation included).  

PepsiCo's claim against the ranchers raised various basic issues, which the court seemed to have 

overlooked in its procedures. The main issue is that planting an enlisted assortment by the 

ranchers is in essence not an offense since the Act enables the ranchers to re-utilize such 

assortments and to likewise impart them to their neighbors, if two conditions are met.  

The first is that the ranchers can't sell "marked" seeds, which, as per PPVFRA, signifies "any 

seed put in a bundle or some other holder and named in a way demonstrating that such seed is of 

an assortment ensured" under the Act. The organization asserted under the watchful eye of the 

court that FC-5 was authorized to ranchers "right off the bat (accentuation included) Punjab to 

expedite potatoes of the said assortment the buyback framework". The FC-5 assortment could 

have been made accessible and disseminated anyplace, and without the law being disregarded.  

The subsequent issue is that FC-5 has been enrolled as a "Surviving Variety", which is likewise 

an "Assortment of Common Knowledge". This, at the end of the day, infers that the said 

assortment of potato was at that point accessible in the nation before it was enrolled and that 

there was "normal learning" about this assortment in the nation. It might, in this manner, be 

expected that PepsiCo's assortment would doubtlessly have been created in the nation before it 

was enlisted.  
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Further, from the request for the judge on April 8, 2019, in PepsiCo India Holdings Pvt. Ltd. 

versus Bipin Patel, it tends to be gathered that the organization may have given inaccurate data 

that FC-5 is "another" assortment rather than a "surviving" assortment.  

Enlistment of surviving assortments was permitted in the PPVFRA in spite of restriction from a 

few specialists, and the support utilized was that ranchers' assortments can be enrolled under this 

arrangement. The advantages that the ranchers are inferring are not clear, however what can 

without much of a stretch be comprehended is that organizations like PepsiCo that got the chance 

to enlist their more established assortments would now be able to sue the ranchers for utilizing 

known plant assortments” 

Conclusion: 

On the off chance that this Act is staying put, a total review of the sorts of business and 

customary harvests to be secured must be made and its execution must be optimized. Partner 

input from all roads to keep laws refreshed must be the preeminent right why it has so far not 

been incorporated into the structure of the approach making process in a progressively 

straightforward manner is problem without anyone else's input. This may be the best case of how 

laws and more language alone don't imply that rancher's privileges set up themselves. The Act 

has made itself apt at the International level; it is past time to turn into an agent in the household 

level as well. 

 

 

 


